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*Optional: The notes in bars 18-20 and 30-36 can all be played on the 1st string.
Snare Drum: Slap side of guitar, just below 12th fret

Kick Drum: Slap face of guitar in the large area just below bridge

*pizz.*

(*Optional: Play all on the 1st string.*)
*Snare Drum: Slap side of guitar, just below 12th fret*
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Optional: The notes in bars 11 & 12 can all be played on the 1st string.

Optional: The notes in bars 18-20 and 30-36 can all be played on the 1st string.
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Kicking Drum: Slap face of guitar in the large area just below bridge

Snare Drum: Slap side of guitar, just below 12th fret

(Play 4 times)